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AGM was held on the 20th
February 2021, via ZOOM, and
was a success, attracting 47
participants. These included the
Botswana Ambassador to
Sweden, Ms. Chandapiwa Nteta, and the Embassy staff.
Members were treated by sharing updates in Botswana by Mr. Kent Nilsson,
Swedish Honorary Consul, and the, Ambassador. The association’s 2
ongoing projects (ARC and 1child1tree) in Botswana were presented and
discussed, and a number of photos from them were shown.
Hopefully, we will have a chance to meet in an outdoor get-together by June,
as both countries have started rolling out COVID-19 vaccinations. I am
lucky to already have my first shot, and I wish all of us who want, to get
theirs soon.
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Enjoy the Swedish spring while reading DUMELA.

Dumelang dear BOTSFA members!
by Kent Nilsson
Swedish Honorary Consul

L

et’s start with a Covid update. We are still feeling the surge from the
December holidays that brought a lot travelling and socialising with
increased spread as a result. Botswana now has close to 500 Covid
deaths and our health facilities are stretched to the limit and new stronger
restrictions were recently introduced. India recently donated 30 000 doses of
vaccine and vaccination is to start very soon. Online registration has just
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started.

Kent Nilsson at
SOS Children’s Villages in Tlokweng
Photo: Ulf Nermark

In early March I was in Pretoria where I met with the new
Ambassador to South Africa, Namibia, Lesotho and
Botswana, Mr Håkan Juholt. I was invited to the residence
for a working dinner and also got to meet the Ambassador´s
wife Åsa. Ambassador Juholt is eager to get started in
Botswana and we discussed possible areas where
cooperation between Botswana and Sweden can be
strengthened. Due to the Covid situation the President has
put on hold in-person presentation of credentials, instead on
March 11 Ambassador Julin got to do a virtual presentation
to Dr Kwape, Minister of International Affairs and
Cooperation. We are hoping that Ambassador Juholt soon
will travel to Botswana and get to meet the President in
person.

BOTSFA has been involved in a tree planting project at SOS Children’s
Village in Tlokweng. This is a project initiated by Mats Ögren Wanger. The
purpose being to improve the awareness of the importance of trees in our
environment and also to improve the area where these children grow up. The
plan is to plant 3 orange trees at each of the 18 resident houses at SOS and
then also plant 20 Morula trees to provide shade in the playground area. So
far we have planted 20+ orange trees. SOS Children’s Village has been
operating for more than 30 years in Tlokweng. Funding and support is a
constant challenge to keep this very important institution running and be
able to provide much needed support for the vulnerable children. Covid is
not helping the situation. BOTSFA members Kerstin Jackson Main and Ulf
Nermark are helping with this project.
After Easter I will be going with my family to the Magadigadi National Park
where we hope to encounter zebras migrating north towards the delta and the
northern rivers after months of grazing on the grasslands surrounding the
great salt pans. Also hoping to spend a few days by the Thamalakane River
north of Maun. April is my favourite time for bush trips.
Wishing you all a happy and safe Easter. Enjoy the upcoming beautiful
Swedish spring. Let´s hope 2021 will see great improvements to the Covid
situation.
Pula

Batswana benevolence
by Roger Bergström

Communication at a distance

“

One, two, eight; one, two, eight, calling Gaborone Exchange! Do you
read me? Over”. No answer, just some crackling. “One, two, eight,
calling Gaborone Exchange! Do you read me? Over”. Still no
responding voice. In spite of having thrown a radio antenna high up into the
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spiny crown of an umbrella thorn, there is simply no connection. Western
Kalahari is remote and the year is 1976. As we need some spare parts to our
four-wheel drive truck and to our scientific instruments, we are eager to
come through and we use the time slot we had agreed on with Agricultural
Research Station at Sebele, just north of Gaborone. After an hour of repeated
attempts, I eventually got a contact. A friendly Motswana voice from Maun
tells me that he can hear me and can forward a message to Gaborone
Exchange, which in turn is supposed to contact the research station at
Sebele. I tell the person in Maun that I am at Dong-Dong experimental cattle
farm in western Kalahari, some 40 km east of the village Ncojane and 70 km
from the Namibian border. I also tell him what we need. I end the message
by asking our friendly helper to forward a wish to someone at the Sebele
station to visit my wife Anne-Marie at Madikwe Crescent in Gaborone and
tell her I am OK and will be back in about three weeks’ time. Few private
homes had phones at that time. After some days I got a confirmation from
Sebele that the spare parts, together with other goods, where on their way
with a lorry to Western State Lands. About a week later we had the gear in
our hands. The spare parts we got for our four-wheel drive Ford F250 did not
fit, but that is another story.

Nineteen persons to repair a puncture
I and my Swedish colleague Christina Skarpe had just been on a tour to the
karakul sheep ranches around Bokspits in southernmost Botswana. Our aim
was to study impact of sheep grazing in Botswana´s driest area. We were on
our way back to Gaborone and were some 20 km north of Tshabong when
we got a puncture. After some recent punctures and a hope we could reach
Gaborone without repairing any tire, we now had no whole spare wheel, so
we had to stop and start the tire work. Shortly thereafter we heard a truck
approaching, a rare event on these tracks in the 1970´s. The truck stopped
and out jumped ten adults and two children. One man, a priest, hit the

A third puncture is fixed during a trip through the dry,
grassy savannas of southern Botswana.
Photo: Roger Bergström

canopy door with his head and his face was striped with blood. After some
time another truck arrived, this time with two policemen and three female
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refugees from South Africa. All 17 persons wanted to help us. A number of
hens, which had escaped from one of the trucks added considerably to the
atmosphere. The priest and myself kneeled by the front wheel to fasten it
with a wheel spanner. I slipped and uttered some Swedish invectives. The
priest still covered with blood, understood the situation, looked seriously at
me and asked: Do you believe in God? I answered politely that I didn´t. He
was happy with my answer, or at least accepted it, and we solved the tire
problem in harmony. Christina and I said thank you and good bye to our
helpers and supporters before they chased the hens back into the canopy and
embarked the trucks. It was now dusk and by the campfire Christina and I
discussed the often met benevolence of the Batswana. At the same time we
celebrated Christina´s birthday with pilchards in hot chili sauce, braised
steak, rice and one or perhaps a few Castle.

1Child1Tree - a new and growing
BOTSFA sponsored project
by Mats Ögren Wanger

“

Where there´s a will, there´s a way” a famous 17th Century
proverb says. In that spirit, BOTSFA has initiated a tree
planting project in order to support the vulnerable children of
the SOS Children's Village in Tlokweng and at the same time
support the environment.
The initiative originates from 2019, when the Botswana citizen
MotherK Masire went forest trekking during a visit to
Sweden: “Walking in the Swedish wilderness, I felt as if a seed of
vision was planted. It urged me to do something out of my
experience and the tree planting program was created in my mind”,
she recalls.
MotherK Masire felt as if she was embraced by the tall brown
pines, the old thick oaks and the white shining birches. “I
understand how much being in touch with nature means to us as
humans and that the ecology must be protected” she says.

Manifestation of an idea
MotherK Masire embraced
in the Swedish woods.
Photo: Mats Ögren Wanger

I myself had the pleasure of being her host back in 2019. The forest
walk took place around my summer cottage, where there is a lovely
lakeside forest trail. As we ventured through the greenery, we
shared thoughts and ideas on how to further strengthen the
relationship between human beings, nature and Botswana and
Sweden. We both felt, as a result of these conversations, that a tree
planting project would be meaningful.

A shared vision of planting trees on the SOS yard, in order to make it more
inviting and healthy as an environment, took form. We also wanted to
engage the children in planting and nursing the trees, so the child and the
tree hopefully could develop together.
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Getting tree partners in Botswana and Sweden
The first tree planting meeting took place in November 2020 at the Sanitas
Tea Garden and Nurseries in Gaborone. The participants were MotherK
Masire and two representatives from SOS, Mma Lephoto and Rra Botshelo.
My own contribution to the meeting was a tree donation, a Marula tree from
Sanitas to be planted as the Tree Number One.

The Tree Number One ceremony
Retreats and ceremonies are offered on a regular basis at Afro Botho, a
wellness farm by Boro River in Maun. These retreats are hosted by Ms.
MotherK Masire and Dr. Didi Biorn, both of them certified healers.
In November 2020 MotherK Masire gave a Tea Meditation
Ceremony to bless the planting of the very first tree At the
SOS Children´s Village. An inauguration like this had never
taken place before at SOS.
“What could be more honorable for BOTSFA than to be
cross-fertilized with the Sanitas Nursery?” I thought, as I got
the footage from the event.

SOS children hope for oranges to
come.
Photo: Ulf Nermark

This year, The BOTSFA board has decided to sponsor the
“1Child1Tree”- project in partnership with The Sanitas
Nursery and its chief executive officer, Mr Kent Nilsson,
who is also the Swedish Honorary Consul in Botswana.
Sanitas offered a discount on the 70 fruit trees (Marula and
orange trees) and water cans, as well as labour and education
for the project. Without their support, this project wouldn´t
have been possible at all.

BOTSFA members digging in
Ms Kerstin Jackson Main, a BOTSFA board member based in
Gaborone, took part in a third planting session, that occurred just
recently in Tlokweng. The children enjoyed participating in the digging
of the holes alongside their Swedish friends. The details of a monitoring
plan for the children's nursing and watering of the plants was discussed
with the SOS Youth Leader, Thabo Botshelo.

BOTSFA board member,
Kerstin Jackson Main helping
out digging.

“During my visit, I found out that there are 90 children and only two
social workers at SOS in Tlokweng” Kerstin Jackson Main says,
pointing out the need for outside help. BOTSFA member Ulf Nermark,
a Swedish photographer and fish farmer based in Gaborone, came along
too and documented the planting of the first nine orange trees.

Photo: Ronald Lolo Kegomoditswe
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Visual art and tree yoga

Tree yoga and tree painting.
Photo Ulf Nermark

But there are more than one way in which a project can
be documented. When the famous visual artist Ronald
Lolo Kegomoditswe heard that a tree planting session
was about to take place next to his studio in
Tlokweng, he immediately joined in with the team with
his fellow artist friend, Mr. Prince Tom.
He arrived with a big, empty canvas and handed out
paint and brushes to the children in order for them to
create a beautiful tree painting. The painting is now
adorning the entrance of the SOS Children´s
Village. MotherK Masire was also present on this
occasion and she invited all children to a “Tree yoga
session” around the newly planted orange trees.

A blessing from Alexander
McCall Smith
Readers of the best-selling ”The No1 Ladies
Detective”-series are familiar with the fact that Mma
Ramotswe, the warm main character of the novels,
often visits this SOS Childrens Village.
In March this year, I had the privilege to explain to the
author, the Scottish Professor Alexander McCall Smith,
about the “1Child1Tree” planting program. He
spontaneously decided to bless the initiative with a
donation, including both trees and fruitcakes for all the
tree planters to enjoy.

A fruitcake for the
SOS tree planters.
Photo: Mats Ögren Wanger

”Mma Ramotswe would love this” he summarized, as
he gave everyone involved in the project his kind
regards. Now we all look forward to more news on the
growth of the children as well as the trees - which gives
hope for the future to come.

Thank you BOTSFA! from SOS Children’s Villages
National Director
-In Botswana there are three SOS Children’s Villages (in Tlokweng,
Francistown and Serowe). We are an independent NGO, a social
development organization that cares for orphaned, abandoned, destitute, and
traumatized children. Our role is to restore the balance in their lives, give
them individual support and take them by the hand on the road from
childhood to adulthood. We are grateful for BOTSFA´s engagement and
financial support to make a good difference for the children by letting them
be part of the tree planting program for SOS.
Many thanks!
Motshwari Kitso, national director of SOS Children’s Villages in Botswana.
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The oil under the sand
by Christina Skarpe

I

n the north-western part of Botswana is a landscape with deep sand,
protruding hills, patches of woodland and the hand-shaped inland delta
of the Okavango. There are people and livestock in the landscape as well
as a variety of wildlife. The Okavango River flows through it all and spreads
out in the delta into ponds and channels, permanent swamps and seasonally
flooded grasslands – and, in the end, discharges nothing.
Deep under all this the Kavango Basin is likely to hold millions of barrels of
oil and gas corresponding to billions of dollars, at least according to
ReconAfrica’s assumptions. ReconAfrica is a Canada-based oil exploitation
company that is said to have a license covering all or most of the Kavango
basin in Botswana and also in Namibia. ReconAfrica plans to drill test wells
now, and if they find oil that is worth exploiting create “hundreds of wells”
in the area. What the status of this is in Botswana is not well known. The
scale of the effects on the environment, water, people and wildlife are,
subsequently, not well known, and no-one knows the effects of fracking in
the Kavango basin.
Fracking is when water, sand and chemicals are pumped under high pressure
into oil-holding shale deep underground in order to crack it and release the
oil and gas. The process releases high quantities of carbon to the atmosphere,
and uses large amounts of fresh water, which will be polluted and have to be
deposited somewhere. Experience from other areas show that sooner or later
polluted water will leak into remaining clean water causing problems with
drinking water and human health, for example cause cancer and birth defects
in children and affect domestic and wild animals. Fracking is further known
to cause small, and sometimes large, earth-quakes. The area of the Kavango
Basin is earth-quake prone, and earth quakes could easily affect the
underground water and even through seismic jolting disrupt the flow of the
Okavango River according to professor Turton at the Centre for
Environmental Management, University of the Free State, South Africa.
The area is inhabited primarily by farmers, subsisting mainly on agriculture
and livestock both requiring clean land and water. Also a tourist business is
being developed, requiring relatively unaffected land and good wildlife
resources. It is uncertain how this will be maintained with “hundreds of oil
wells” developing. According to IPACC (Indigenous Peoples of Africa
Coordinating Committee), the local population need, as the inhabitants of the
area, to be consulted about the deal between ReconAfrica and the
Government. The regional IPACC says that “…. we are concerned about
fracking because of its high water use, its high carbon emission, its impact
on human health, the disruption it causes to wildlife and the danger it poses
to underground and local drinking water”. Now the local communities of the
Okavango have asked for a meeting with Government and ReconAfrica to
learn what is actually going to happen. In addition there is the UNESCO
World Heritage Site, Tsodilo Hills, in the centre of the area concerned, one,
or really three, culturally important mountains for the San people, that holds
more than 4 000 rock paintings from at least 1 200 years.
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Most of the area concerned is included in the KAZA (Kavango-Zambezi
Transfrontier Conservation Area), the world’s largest transfrontier park,
created by Angola, Botswana, Namibia, Zambia and Zimbabwe to promote
international collaboration and to protect connectivity between protected
areas for animals and plants. It also includes National Parks and the
Okavango Delta that is both a UNESCO World Heritage Site and a Ramsar
Site. The region is home to important wildlife resources and contains a
plethora of species of mammals, birds, amphibians, reptiles, insects and fish.
This includes the world’s largest population of African elephant and many
threatened species such as black and white rhino, cheetah, wild dog, slaty
egret and wattled crane. In addition come trees, grasses and other flora as
well as the less known gymnosperms and fungi.
Exploitation of the oil will give a large gain in dollar, but it includes a high
risk and a known high cost in carbon emission and damage to fresh water, to
people’s health and livelihood and to protected nature and cultural sites. The
question is whether it is worth it? Many organizations have objected and
asked these questions, and BOTSFA will hopefully be one of them. At this
year’s AGM we agreed on sending a letter to the Office of the President, a
letter that takes up in short the same questions as this article.

A Kalahari fish entrepreneur from
Sweden
by Mats Ögren Wanger

S

ome of us love fish more
than others. Ulf Nermark´s
life passion are fishes. Ever
since he settled down in
Botswana 30 years ago he has
nurtured a dream to build a
working business model for fish
farming in Botswana. Now it
seems like he will get it going.
Please let me introduce you to
BOTSFA member Ulf Nermark, a
multi entrepreneur in Gaborone.
Who is Ulf Nermark?

-I’m a biologist, photographer
and teacher born 1956 in
Alingsas, a small town close to
Gothenburg, in the south western
part of Sweden. As a teenager I
Ulf Nermark with a Nile tilapia fish.
got interested in animals from
Photo: Masego Selato
Africa and I early worked with
African fish species in aquaria. I
even considered applying for wildlife training in Tanzania but the education
at that time was mainly for African citizens. So I ended up studying marine
biology in Gothenburg.
After my time at the university I worked as head of education department at
Gothenburg Natural History museum, teaching and holding presentations for
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all levels from preschool to university. I also worked with different fish
farming projects.
I took a sabbatical year and went around the world with my backpack. I
realised that I wanted to work abroad and after some time I got my first four
month assignment with an FAO project in India in the field of aquaculture.
I felt very comfortable and I wanted to continue abroad. I was lucky and got
another employment opportunity with FAO. Now a two year contract in Sri
Lanka. Due to unrest there, it was cancelled and I was offered alternative
postings in a project in Africa, Zambia or Botswana. My choice became
Botswana and that is the reason why I set foot in Botswana in March 1990,
my first time in Africa.
What is that you find so appealing with the mentality and culture that
you choose to stay year after year?
-Mentality, a bit similar character as Swedes, a bit reserved at first meetings.
The general culture that I like is the love of music and dance and that people
greet each other when they meet, even if they don't know each other from
before.
How would you describe Botswana?
-Small population -Clean air -Wilderness
Is it easy to run a business and get things done in Botswana. Mention a
few examples that you find challenging?
-Internet connectivity and IT affordability -Physical distances
-Customer service needs to be improved -Dependence on goods from outside
ULF NERMARK
FAMILY:
Married to Fiona Nermark
Children, Lapologang, Nicolas
and Karl
AGE
64 years old
MOTTO:
Patience, practice, perseverance
FAVORITES IN BOTSWANA:
PLACE
Lekubu island
DRINK
Gemere
FOOD
Seswaa
AUTHOR
TJ Dema

Mention a few highlights and goals you reached over the years in
those fields?
- I have helped with the development of photography in the country by
organizing annual photography workshops under the Botswana Society
for the Arts.
When I was working at the National Museum I was part of the team
preparing dossiers for sites for nominations as UNESCO World Heritage
sites.
I have been part of the promotion of fish farming to increase indigenous
food production in Botswana since its initiation in the 1990’s and have
been able to show that it is doable in practice.
The big new thing now for you is an international fish farming
project. Tell us about it and your role?
- In spite of the fact that the interest in fish farming in Botswana was very
low for many years, I never lost interest and I have undertaken my own
farming trials. I have continuously been in contact with my old colleagues
in government and with international organizations to promote the
activity. Botswana has a shortage of water, so fish farming has to be done
in closed systems on land, filtering and reusing the water. Fish farmed in
that way actually uses less water per kg produced fish than does the cattle
industry per kg beef produced! It has been encouraging with the renewed
interest shown by the government, as well as with their concern for the
natural aquatic ecosystems. The Nile tilapia, an exotic fish species that will
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be used, is, for example, not allowed at all in northern Botswana for the
small, but existing, risk of escape. I am very pleased to be included in a
FAO project team to assist the government to develop the aquaculture sector
in Botswana in a more structured, sustainable way.
What scenarios do you see for fish farming in Botswana?
- If established and supported in the right way, I can see that Botswana will
be able to substitute most of the imported tilapia fishes as well as
substituting some of the other frozen fish imports. I can see the
establishment of a cold chain that can ensure that the fish produced will be
of high quality. It will also create job opportunities, not only on the fish
farms but along the whole value chain from supplying of babyfish to
preparation, distribution and selling of fish. .
What criteria’s do you see a fish farmer has to have to become
successful?
- As with all agriculture you have to be brave to take the risk and you have to
be dedicated as it cannot be done via remote control.
What are the strong and weak parts of the entrepreneur culture in
Botswana?
- A weak point is that often the young entrepreneurs want to make money too
fast and are not aware of the sacrifices they have to make, to make it work.
A strong point would be that the younger entrepreneurs are less conservative
than the old generation and are eager to try new things.

Mr Folke Löfgren and the Kwena
Sereto Junior School
By Osi Sedimo

It has been many years since Kwena Sereto Junior School officially opened
her doors to learners transiting immediately from Primary to Secondary
School. The school was officially opened by the then Swedish ambassador to
Botswana Mr Folke Lofgren. That is now (2021) more than 30 years ago,
before the turn of this century, in 1989.
A 30 minute drive will get you from Gaborone to Molepolole, a semi urban
village with a population close to 90 000 inhabitants, of course the largest
village in Botswana, where the school is situated. I relocated to Kwena
Sereto in 2008. When retracing steps back to the official opening, I have
been silently curious and never ceased to pay attention to the placard that
bore the name of the then Swedish ambassador, Mr Folke Lofgren and
officiating date. I silently appreciated his efforts, and I inquired from a few
people that I thought had worked in school long enough to remember the
whole scenario as it unfolded in 1989, but none could offer any assistance.
Then a pleasant surprise came in 2016, April, when I got the shock of my
life. That morning, feeling bored and out of ideas of what to do next, I took a
walk out of school premises, as I stayed there in teacher’s quarters. Before I
could leave the school main gate, I was met by a group of curious and
seemingly happy visitors from the ‘’Western World’’ led by two Batswana
women, as it later turned out.
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We exchanged greetings and other formalities and I was keen to hear more
from this surprise visit. One of the Batswana women accompanying the
visitors was Ms Nelly Kabomo-Hoggard who resided not far from the
school, and she introduced Ms Julia Majaha Jartby, a familiar name to me.
Both ladies are very well known to BOTSFA today! After that everybody in
the group was introduced, especially one man, who by now had gracefully
aged, as Mr Lofgren. Upon the mention of that name my heart skipped and
was gripped by an air of excitement. ’’Did you say Mr Lofgren? Was my
next question, Mr Lofgren? The very Mr Lofgren, former Swedish
ambassador, who officially opened the school almost 30 years back!” I just
could not stop looking at him, just wondering how he could fly thousands of
miles across the oceans, mountains and continents just to visit us in this
remote part of the world! Quite amazing! To say the least.

Centre, Mr Folke Lofgren; left, Ms Phofedi, gate keeper and Mr Sedimo, right.

Well, I concluded that perhaps part of him was left here in Molepolole,
Botswana, and he seemed to have some fond memories of the school! It was
not long before we got into a photo shooting mansion with the man himself
and his entire entourage. I was overwhelmed with joy just to stand next to
him. What a memorable experience that was. The following week the
Swedish team came back to our school accompanied by the Bakwena
Paramont Chief Kgosi Kgari Sechele III , where they met our students and
had a brief chat and photo shooting with the students.
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NOTES
Introduction of two new BOTSFA board members 2021:
Mats Ögren Wanger, a Swedish journalist and filmmaker based in Stockholm.
He came to Botswana first time in 1990 and has since that regulary come back
for different projects within conservation, culture, sport development for
orphans and vulnerable children and HIV.

Matthews Tungie Moseki, (Ex-officio representative) is an education Attaché at the
Embassy of Botswana in Stockholm from March 2019 to current. He is responsible to
all countries in the Nordic and Russia which are accredited to the Embassy of
Botswana in Sweden. He is a teacher by profession. Majoring in Fine Arts. He likes
sports and is a softball coach.

- Botswana’s President Dr. Mokgweetsi E.K. Masisi has yet again submitted a request to extend the country’s
State of Public Emergency to parliament by six months, this is in accordance with Section 17 of the
Constitution of the Republic of Botswana, from 1st April to 30th September 2021.
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